
since writing a term paper in 
seventh grade, I have been 
absolutely fascinated by moose. 

their look, their size, and the rugged 
country and temperatures in which 
they thrive makes them unique. a lot of 
time passed before I had the time and 
resources to go on the moose hunt I had 
dreamed of for years.

The hunt I booked with Widrig Outfitters 
out of Whitehorse, yukon was not my 
first moose hunt, but it was farther north 
than any other. The first unexpected part 
of the adventure began a couple weeks 
before our planned departure in mid-
september. My hunting partner, Duane, 
broke his arm badly enough to end his 
chance to make the trip. My friend, 
Chuck, had been a serious hunter, but 
had not hunted for years. so, I asked if 
he wanted to give moose hunting a try 
and in short order, he was all in. I would 
not have to make the trip by myself.

I believe that if you shoot it, you should 
eat it. no meat is wasted in the yukon 

as it is all flown out for native villages 
or charities or to take home. so after 
attending my sister’s fifty year wedding 
celebration, we left western Washington 
with a freezer in the back of the pickup. 
the two and one half day drive took us 
through central British Columbia, then 
on the alaska Highway to Whitehorse. 
the drive is spectacular, with beautiful 
vistas of dark green spruce and bright 
yellow poplar covering giant mountains 
and valleys.

the second day of the drive also involved 
a little unexpected adventure as we 
attempted to get to Fort nelson on the 
second day. at around dark, snow started 
to fall. a strange road and snow in 
september is a little unnerving for a guy 
from the rainy west coast. an obvious 
local cruised past us doing about sixty 
miles per hour in the snow, and we tried 
unsuccessfully to keep up. We ended up 
following a semi down a steep grade at 
ten miles per hour, but finally made it 
to Fort nelson. the rest of the trip was 
uneventful except for the bears, wood 

bison and caribou along the highway.

We cruised into Whitehorse and the next 
day, Black Sheep Aviation flew us into 
base camp. The flight north over the 
mountains, rivers, and lakes presented 
more amazing wilderness scenery. there, 
we met Chris Widrig and my guide Deb. 

Widrig’s hunts are by horseback, most 
being from spike camps scattered 
around his hunting territory. Working 
with the horses is also part of the hunting 
adventure. Without these amazingly 
tough mountain horses, it would be 
nearly impossible to hunt that rugged 
country or retrieve the trophy and meat. 
there is not a great amount of grass in 
any one area, so sometimes the horses 
wander and it takes some time to round 
them up, saddle, and pack. 

the next morning, we saddled up and 
rode to a high spot to glass for moose. 
Within about five minutes, I spotted a 
little white spot on a hillside well over 
a mile away. Deb set up the spotting 
scope and sure enough, I had spotted the 
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inside of the palm of a nice bull lying in 
the arctic birch and willows with a cow. 
We mounted up and rode up the creek 
bottom to within a quarter mile of the 
bull. We snuck through the brush to get 
closer. as we came over a small rise we 
could see a cow moving away with the 
bull following. I lined up for the perfect 
shot, and down the bull went. you might 
think this is the end of the story, but the 
real adventure was just beginning.

Before we could finish skinning and 
boning, darkness gathered and we had 
to leave the moose to head back to camp 
for the evening. Day four, after horse 
roundup and saddling, we headed back 
to the bull with the pack horses. Our plan 
was to pack the meat, cape, and antlers 
and take them to base camp. Because of 
the amount of meat, Deb had tied two 

sacks of meat together and put them over 
her saddle. packing up the entire bull on 
the horses took a lot of time, and it ended 
up being quite late when we set off for 
base camp. We set off with Deb leading 
her horse, while ponying the three other 
pack horses, and me following. not 
long after we started down the trail the 
rope holding the sacks of meat over the 
saddle slipped, the sacks dropped, and 
her horse spooked and ran down the 
trail with the pack horses following. Deb 
rode my horse and attempted to catch 
them, but to no avail. 

We determined the horses had headed 
for spike camp, not base camp. By now 
it was almost dark, so it was agreed I 
would let my horse find his way and 
Deb would walk. to say the least, it was 
an interesting ride; a ride that took me 

through the dark, sometimes on a trail, 
and frequently through brush as tall as 
me while seated on a horse. this amazing 
mountain horse took me right back to 
camp in pitch darkness. and standing by 
the camp were two of the pack horses. 
I unpacked them, started a fire to cook 
something and soon Deb arrived. We 
were very concerned about Duffy, the 
horse that was packing the antlers. But 
not long after, he came walking into 
camp with his pack in fine shape. 

the next morning, we rode back to base 
camp with the intent to move camp closer 
to where Deb had seen a caribou earlier. 
An all-out snow storm delayed us until 
evening to make the move. the morning 
of day seven we were concerned as two 
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of the pack horses had not been seen in a 
while. We rode out, occasionally stopping 
to glass for caribou. During a stop for 
lunch we heard a bull moose grunting, 
so Deb gave a few calls. a young bull 
came out of the brush and up the hill 
to see what we were. He circled us at 
about 25 yards and then left. It is always 
a thrill to have those giant ghosts of the 
north come for a visit. We finally spotted 
some caribou across a big valley and 
rode closer. We crawled to the top of a 
ridge in a foot of snow to get a good shot. 
there was a huge bull bedded down a 
couple hundred yards from us. I lined 
him up in my cross-hairs and took a 
shot. the bull ended up scoring a 360, 
what a nice caribou. We pushed him off 
the ridge and then slid him in the snow 
to the bottom of the hill where we could 
bring the horses. More skinning and 
boning, but no pack horse, and another 
ride to camp in the dark. 

When we returned to camp, the two horses 
were still missing. Day eight started with 
the two pack horses still gone. We took old 
faithful, Duffy, packed the caribou and 
came back to spike camp. still missing 
two horses, we packed what we could of 
the camp on Deb’s saddle horse, leaving 
a saddle and two pack boxers and some 

gear. We headed for base camp with Deb 
leading on foot and darkness arriving. the 
swampy end of the lake had to be crossed, 
so Deb rode double with me for a while, 
then walked the rest of the way to 
camp. she is one tough lady. If I had 
to walk that far in that country, they 
may have had to bury me there. We 
arrived at base camp about nine o’clock 
to the great relief of Chris as the flight out 
had been changed to the next day without 
us knowing about it.

I considered this a 
wonderful, and true 
wilderness hunting trip. 
the two lost horses were found 
when the pack string was trailed out 
for the winter, a seven-day ride. The 
next season, Chris found the equipment 
we could not pack out of spike camp 
undisturbed. I was able to shoot a very 
nice moose, an awards recognition 
caribou, and got to hunt in a spectacular 
wilderness area. Chris Widrig runs a 
wonderful, well organized outfit. The 
testament to that is we have been back 
two more times. When Chris asked for a 
comment, I said “all in all, it was a great 
adventure.” 
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EDITOR’S NOTE:  
You can reach Widrig Outfitters Ltd. at 867-393-3802  
or www.widrigoutfitters.com
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